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BSM ?SM → see Alexander Mitov’s talk 
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BSM?

☛ my talk: direct EFT constraints from top pairs (mostly) 

1. what’s the status after the first LHC runs 

2. constrain generic BSM phenomena in the top pairs at a 
future using lepton colliders

top sector

0. top physics @ LHC is abundant - LHC sets the stage

→ focus top electroweak couplings
see also [Aguilar-Saavedra `08] [Greiner et al. `11] [Zhang et al. `12] [Aguilar-Saavedra et al.`12] 

[Khiem et al. `15] [de Blas et al. `15] [Perello et al. `15] [Bylund et al. `16]

[Bernardo et al. `14] 
[Buckley et al. `15] 

[Castro et al. `16] 

[Hikasa et al. `98] 
[Degrande et al. `10] 

[Kamenik `11] 
…. 

dark matterneutrinosHiggs sector

SM → see Alexander Mitov’s talk 
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coupling/scale 
separated BSM physics

Effective Field Theory concrete models
• (N)MSSM

• Higgs portals

• compositeness

• …

[Buchmüller, Wyler `87]  
[Hagiwara, Peccei, Zeppenfeld, Hikasa `87] 
[Giudice, Grojean, Pomarol, Rattazzi `07] 
[Grzadkowski, Iskrzynski, Misiak, Rosiek `10]

L = LSM +
�

i

ci

�2
Oi

non-resonant BSM
no evidence for 

exoticsthe SM is flawed
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• operators

• consider CP even operators for the moment 
• neglect operators with chiral suppression for the interference with SM 
• top pair production, single top production, top pair + Z production 

decay observables, “corrected to top level”

expressed in the so-called ‘Warsaw basis’ of Ref. [48]†

O(1)

qq = (q̄�µq)(q̄�
µq) OuW = (q̄�µ⌫⌧ Iu)�̃W I

µ⌫ O(3)

�q = i(�† !D I
µ�)(q̄�µ⌧ Iq)

O(3)

qq = (q̄�µ⌧
Iq)(q̄�µ⌧ Iq) OuG = (q̄�µ⌫TAu)�̃GA

µ⌫ O(1)

�q = i(�† !D µ�)(q̄�µq)

Ouu = (ū�µu)(ū�µu) OG = fABCGA⌫
µ GB�

⌫ GCµ
� OuB = (q̄�µ⌫u)�̃Bµ⌫

O(8)

qu = (q̄�µT
Aq)(ū�µTAu) O

˜G = fABCG̃A⌫
µ GB�

⌫ GCµ
� O�u = (�†i

 !
D µ�)(ū�µu)

O(8)

qd = (q̄�µT
Aq)(d̄�µTAd) O�G = (�†�)GA

µ⌫G
Aµ⌫ O� ˜G = (�†�)G̃A

µ⌫G
Aµ⌫

O(8)

ud = (ū�µT
Au)(d̄�µTAd) . (3)

It should be noted that the operators OuW , OuG and OuB are not hermitian and so may

have complex coe�cients, which, along with O
˜G and O� ˜G lead to CP-violating e↵ects.

These do not contribute to Standard Model spin-averaged cross-sections, though they are

in principle sensitive to polarimetric observables such as spin correlations, and should

therefore be treated as independent operators. However, measurements that would be

sensitive have been extracted by making model-specific assumptions that preclude their

usage in our global fit, e.g. ...... We will discuss this issue in more detail in the next

section. With these caveats, a total of 14 constrainable CP-even dimension-six operators

model top quark production and decay at leading order in the SMEFT.

3 Methodology

3.1 Experimental inputs

The experimental measurements used [55–92] in the fit are included in Table 1. All these

measurements are quoted in terms of ‘parton-level’ quantities; that is, top quarks and

their direct decay products. This is advantageous for speed, since parton-level theory

predictions can be directly compared to data this way, without the need for a full analysis

chain reaching from parton level over shower and hadronization all the way to including

detector e↵ects at each point in the parameter space. However, there is the downside that

the unfolding procedure introduces additional systematic uncertainties. AB: MC speed

here is a bit of a red herring, since we then go on to paramaterise the obs and

the way that they were made does not factor anymore. Also, showering will

(annoyingly) introduce further theory uncertainties, although hopefully ones

with only small e↵ect.

The importance of including kinematic distributions is manifest here. For top pair

production, for instance, we have a total of 100 measurements, 85 of which come from

di↵erential observables. This size of fit is unprecedented in top physics, which underlines

the need for a systematic fitting approach, as provided by Professor. Indeed top pair

†Given the simplicity of how it captures modifications to SM fermion couplings, this basis is well-suited
to top EFT. For basis choices of interest in Higgs physics, see e.g. Refs. [49–53], and Ref. [54] for a tool
for translating between them.

4

non-trivial for BSM: Whizard/OpenLoops: [Nejad et al. `15]
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• operatorsexpressed in the so-called ‘Warsaw basis’ of Ref. [48]†

O(1)

qq = (q̄�µq)(q̄�
µq) OuW = (q̄�µ⌫⌧ Iu)�̃W I

µ⌫ O(3)

�q = i(�† !D I
µ�)(q̄�µ⌧ Iq)

O(3)

qq = (q̄�µ⌧
Iq)(q̄�µ⌧ Iq) OuG = (q̄�µ⌫TAu)�̃GA

µ⌫ O(1)

�q = i(�† !D µ�)(q̄�µq)

Ouu = (ū�µu)(ū�µu) OG = fABCGA⌫
µ GB�

⌫ GCµ
� OuB = (q̄�µ⌫u)�̃Bµ⌫

O(8)

qu = (q̄�µT
Aq)(ū�µTAu) O

˜G = fABCG̃A⌫
µ GB�

⌫ GCµ
� O�u = (�†i

 !
D µ�)(ū�µu)

O(8)

qd = (q̄�µT
Aq)(d̄�µTAd) O�G = (�†�)GA

µ⌫G
Aµ⌫ O� ˜G = (�†�)G̃A

µ⌫G
Aµ⌫

O(8)

ud = (ū�µT
Au)(d̄�µTAd) . (3)

It should be noted that the operators OuW , OuG and OuB are not hermitian and so may

have complex coe�cients, which, along with O
˜G and O� ˜G lead to CP-violating e↵ects.

These do not contribute to Standard Model spin-averaged cross-sections, though they are

in principle sensitive to polarimetric observables such as spin correlations, and should

therefore be treated as independent operators. However, measurements that would be

sensitive have been extracted by making model-specific assumptions that preclude their

usage in our global fit, e.g. ...... We will discuss this issue in more detail in the next

section. With these caveats, a total of 14 constrainable CP-even dimension-six operators

model top quark production and decay at leading order in the SMEFT.

3 Methodology

3.1 Experimental inputs

The experimental measurements used [55–92] in the fit are included in Table 1. All these

measurements are quoted in terms of ‘parton-level’ quantities; that is, top quarks and

their direct decay products. This is advantageous for speed, since parton-level theory

predictions can be directly compared to data this way, without the need for a full analysis

chain reaching from parton level over shower and hadronization all the way to including

detector e↵ects at each point in the parameter space. However, there is the downside that

the unfolding procedure introduces additional systematic uncertainties. AB: MC speed

here is a bit of a red herring, since we then go on to paramaterise the obs and

the way that they were made does not factor anymore. Also, showering will

(annoyingly) introduce further theory uncertainties, although hopefully ones

with only small e↵ect.

The importance of including kinematic distributions is manifest here. For top pair

production, for instance, we have a total of 100 measurements, 85 of which come from

di↵erential observables. This size of fit is unprecedented in top physics, which underlines

the need for a systematic fitting approach, as provided by Professor. Indeed top pair

†Given the simplicity of how it captures modifications to SM fermion couplings, this basis is well-suited
to top EFT. For basis choices of interest in Higgs physics, see e.g. Refs. [49–53], and Ref. [54] for a tool
for translating between them.
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4.1 Top pair production

By far the most abundant source of data in top physics is from the production of top pairs.

The CP-even dimension-six operators that interfere with the Standard Model amplitude are

LD6 ⊃
CuG

Λ2
(q̄σµνTAu)ϕ̃GA

µν +
CG

Λ2
fABCG

Aν
µ GBλ

ν GCµ
λ +

CϕG

Λ2
(ϕ†ϕ)GA

µνG
Aµν

+
C(1)
qq

Λ2
(q̄γµq)(q̄γ

µq) +
C(3)
qq

Λ2
(q̄γµτ

Iq)(q̄γµτ Iq) +
Cuu

Λ2
(ūγµu)(ūγ

µu) (4.1)

+
C(8)
qu

Λ2
(q̄γµT

Aq)(ūγµTAu) +
C(8)
qd

Λ2
(q̄γµT

Aq)(d̄γµTAd) +
C(8)
ud

Λ2
(ūγµT

Au)(d̄γµTAd) .

As pointed out in ref. [52], the operator OϕG cannot be bounded by top pair production

alone, since the branching ratio to virtual top pairs for a 125GeV Higgs is practically

zero, therefore we do not consider it here. For a recent constraint from Higgs physics

see e.g. refs. [18, 20, 24, 25]. We further ignore the contribution of the operator O11
uG ,

as this operator is a direct mixing of the left- and right- chiral u quark fields, and so

contributes terms proportional to mu. We also note that the six four-quark operators

of eq. (4.1) interfere with the Standard Model QCD processes ūu, d̄d → t̄t to produce

terms dependent only on the four linear combinations of Wilson Coefficients (following the

notation of ref. [46])

C1
u = C(1)1331

qq + C1331
uu + C(3)1331

qq

C2
u = C(8)1133

qu + C(8)3311
qu

C1
d = C(3)1133

qq +
1

4
C(8)3311
ud

C2
d = C(8)1133

qu + C(8)3311
qd .

(4.2)

It is these four that are constrainable in a dimension-six analysis. Finally, we note

that the operator OG, whilst not directly coupling to the top at tree-level, should not be

neglected. Since it modifies the triple gluon vertex, and the gg channel contributes ∼ 75%

(90%) of the total top pair production cross-section at the 8 (13)TeV LHC, moderate values

of its Wilson coefficient can substantially impact total rates. We note, however, that in

this special case, the cross section modifications are driven by the squared dimension six

terms instead of the linearised interference with the SM. Nonetheless, in the interests of

generality, we choose to include this operator in our fit at this stage, noting that bounds

on its Wilson coefficient should be interpreted with caution.3 Representative Feynman

diagrams for the interference of these operators are shown in figure 2.

The most obvious place to look for the effects of higher-dimensional terms is through

the enhancement (or reduction, in the case of destructive interference) of total cross-

sections. Important differences between SM and dimension-six terms are lost in this ap-

proach, however, since operators can cause deviations in the shape of distributions without

substantially impacting event yields. This is highlighted in figure 3, where we plot our NLO

3We have observed that excluding this operator actually tightens the bounds on the remaining ones, so

choosing to keep it is the more conservative option.

– 8 –

Ct = C(3)1133
qq +

1

6
(C(3)1331

qq � C(3)1331
qq )

• only sensitive to a superposition of operators (at LO)
top pairs top single top
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Dataset
p

s (TeV) Measurements arXiv ref. Dataset
p

s (TeV) Measurements Ref.

Top pair production

Total cross-sections: Di↵erential cross-sections:

ATLAS 7 lepton+jets 1406.5375 ATLAS 7 pT (t), Mt¯t, |yt¯t| 1407.0371

ATLAS 7 dilepton 1202.4892 CDF 1.96 Mt¯t 0903.2850

ATLAS 7 lepton+tau 1205.3067 CMS 7 pT (t), Mt¯t, yt, yt¯t 1211.2220

ATLAS 7 lepton w/o b jets 1201.1889 CMS 8 pT (t), Mt¯t, yt, yt¯t 1505.04480

ATLAS 7 lepton w/ b jets 1406.5375 D/0 1.96 Mt¯t, pT (t), |yt| 1401.5785

ATLAS 7 tau+jets 1211.7205

ATLAS 7 tt̄, Z�, WW 1407.0573 Charge asymmetries:

ATLAS 8 dilepton 1202.4892 ATLAS 7 A
C

(inclusive+Mt¯t, yt¯t) 1311.6742

CMS 7 all hadronic 1302.0508 CMS 7 A
C

(inclusive+Mt¯t, yt¯t) 1402.3803

CMS 7 dilepton 1208.2761 CDF 1.96 AFB (inclusive+Mt¯t, yt¯t) 1211.1003

CMS 7 lepton+jets 1212.6682 D/0 1.96 AFB (inclusive+Mt¯t, yt¯t) 1405.0421

CMS 7 lepton+tau 1203.6810

CMS 7 tau+jets 1301.5755 Top widths:

CMS 8 dilepton 1312.7582 D/0 1.96 �
top

1308.4050

CDF + D/0 1.96 Combined world average 1309.7570 CDF 1.96 �
top

1201.4156

Single top production W -boson helicity fractions:

ATLAS 7 t-channel (di↵erential) 1406.7844 ATLAS 7 1205.2484

CDF 1.96 s-channel (total) 1402.0484 CDF 1.96 1211.4523

CMS 7 t-channel (total) 1406.7844 CMS 1.96 1308.3879

CMS 8 t-channel (total) 1406.7844 D/0 1.96 1011.6549

D/0 1.96 s-channel (total) 0907.4259

D/0 1.96 t-channel (total) 1105.2788

Associated production Run II data

ATLAS 7 tt̄� 1502.00586 CMS 13 tt̄ (dilepton) 1510.05302

ATLAS 8 tt̄Z 1509.05276

CMS 8 tt̄Z 1406.7830

Table 1: The measurements entering our fit. Details of each are described in the text.

The importance of including kinematic distributions is manifest here. For top pair

production, for instance, we have a total of 100 measurements, 85 of which come from

di↵erential observables. This size of fit is unprecedented in top physics, which underlines

the need for a systematic fitting approach, as provided by Professor. Indeed top pair

production cross-sections make of the bulk of measurements that are used in the fit. Single

top production cross-sections comprise the next dominant contribution to the fit. We

also make use of data from charge asymmetries in top pair production, as well as inclusive

measurements of top pair production in association with a photon or a Z (tt̄� and tt̄Z) and

observables relating to top quark decay. We take each of these categories of measurement

in turn, discussing which operators are relevant and the constraints obtained on them from

data.

3.2 Treatment of uncertainties

The uncertainties entering our fit can be classed into three categories:

Experimental uncertainties: We generally have no control over these. In cases where

statistical and systematic (and luminosity) errors are recorded separately, we add them in

5

234 measurements constrained top EFT status
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• treatment of uncertainties and systematics

1. experimental systematics  
• in general no control 
• available experimental systematics/uncertainties added in 

quadrature when available 
• uncertainties of top parton-level matching included when 

available 
• correlation between different signal regions not included 
• bin-by-bin migration effects do not impact the fit result
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• treatment of uncertainties and systematics

2. SM theoretical uncertainties 
• PDF and scale uncertainties following the PDF4LHC 

recommendation: full scale + PDF uncertainty band 
• no electroweak corrections 
• no strong/electroweak operator mixing effects: reasonable to 

assume that they are small for direct searches 
• interpolation error estimated to 5% 
• uncorrelated with experimental systematics

[Butterworth et al. `15]

[CE, Spannowsky `15] 
[Bylund et al `16]



top quark operators

10Figure 3: 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals for selected combinations of operators

contributing to top pair production, with all remaining operators marginalised over. The

star marks the best fit point, indicating good agreement with the Standard Model.

Tevatron, as illustrated in Figure 4. It is interesting to see that although Tevatron data

are naively more sensitive to four-quark operators, after the LHC run 1 and early into run

2, the LHC data size and probed energy transfers lead to comparably stronger constraints.

In our fit this is highlighted by the simple fact that LHC data comprise more than 80% of

the bins in our fit, so have a much larger pull. This stresses the importance of collecting

large statistics as well as using sensitive discriminating observables.

4.2 Single top production

The next most abundant source of top quark data is from single top production. In our

fit we consider production in the t and s channels, and omit Wt-associated production.

Though measurements of the latter process have been published, they are not suitable for

inclusion in a fit involving parton level theory predictions. As is well-known, Wt production

interferes with top pair production at NLO and beyond (in a five-flavour scheme [115–117]),

or at LO in a four-flavour one. Its separation from top pair production is then a delicate

issue, discussed in detail in Refs. [118–121]. We thus choose to postpone the inclusion of

Wt production to a future study, going beyond parton level. The operators that could lead

10

best fit point

[Buckley , CE, Ferrando, Miller, Moore, Russell, White `15]
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Figure 4: Left: 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals on the operators CG vs. C1

u ,

considering di↵erential and total cross-sections (contours), and total cross-sections only

(lines). Right: Limits on C33

uG vs. C1

u, considering both Tevatron and LHC data (contours)

and Tevatron data only (lines)

to deviations from SM predictions are shown below

LD6

� CuW

⇤2

(q̄�µ⌫⌧ Iu) '̃ W I
µ⌫ +

C(3)

'q

⇤2

i('† !D I
µ')(q̄�µ⌧ Iq)

+
C'ud

⇤2

('† !D µ')(ū�µd) +
CdW

⇤2

(q̄�µ⌫⌧ Id) '̃ W I
µ⌫

+
C(3)

qq

⇤2

(q̄�µ⌧
Iq)(q̄�µ⌧ Iq) +

C(1)

qq

⇤2

(q̄�µq)(q̄�
µq) +

C(1)

qu

⇤2

(q̄�µq)(ū�µu) .

(10)

As in top pair production there are several simplifications which reduce this operator

set. The operators OdW , O'ud and the last two four-quark operators involve a chirality flip

LM: we should restate this for a bit more clarity - it’s not the property of these

operators themselves per se that cause them to be neglected, but the result of

their diagrams’ interference with the left-chiral SM weak matrix elements [38],

so their interference term is proportional to mbmt/⇤2. The rest of the operators LM: not

quite all the rest: only those with two Higgs, so this doesn’t include OuW or

O(3)

qq considered interfere with strength v2/⇤2, so the contributions of these chirality flipped

operators are suppressed by mb/v ⇠ 50. Due to this chiral suppression, we can neglect

the operators’ impact on our dimension-six fit and we have numerically checked that the

contribution of these operators is entirely negligible.

Single top production can thus be characterised by 3 dimension-six operators: OuW ,

O3

'q and O3

qq.
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Tevatron

LHC+Tevatrontotal cross sections

distributions

Figure 2: Comparison of estimates for di↵erential distributions in top pair production,

for the SM (red) vs. with the operator C2

u switched on (blue), showing the enhancement in

the tails of the distributions.

choose to include this operator in our fit at this stage since neglecting it would tighten the

fit; the reader should keep this in mind when interpreting the results below.

The most obvious place to look for the e↵ects of higher-dimensional terms is through the

enhancement (or reduction, in the case of destructive interference) of total cross-sections.

Important di↵erences between SM and dimension-six terms are lost out in this approach,

however, since operators can cause deviations in the shape of distributions without sub-

stantially impacting event yields. This is highlighted in Figure 2, where we plot our NLO

SM estimate for two top pair distributions, vs. one with a large interference term. Both

are consistent with the data in the threshold region, which dominates the cross-section,

but clear discrimination between SM and higher-dimensional operators in the high-mass

region, not unexpectedly, given that these operators scale as E2/⇤2.

Limits on these operators can be obtained in two ways; by setting all other operators

to zero, and by marginalising over the other parameters in a global fit. In Figure 3 we plot

the allowed 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals for various pairs of operators, show-

ing correlations between some coe�cients. Most of these operators appear uncorrelated,

though there is a strong correlation between C1

u and C1

d , due to a relative sign between

their interference terms. Given the lack of reported deviations in top quark measurements,

it is perhaps unsurprising to see that all operators are zero within the 95% confidence

intervals, and that the SM hypothesis is an excellent description of the data.

In Figure 4, the stronger joint constraints on CG vs C1

u obtained from including di↵er-

ential measurements make manifest the importance of utilizing all available cross-section

information.

It is also interesting to note the relative pull of measurements from the LHC and

9

��2 ��2
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tt̄+X

tX, tt̄Z, tt̄�

t¯tZ only
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• fast forward through LHC lifetime

O(3)
'q �O(1)

'q ⌘ O'qtop pairs:

• lots of space left for (systematic) improvement!

[CE, Russell `17]

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
C̄i = Civ2/�2

Cross-sections
Helicity fractions

Combined
C̄33

uW

Figure 8: 95% bounds on the operator OuW obtained from data on top quark helicity frac-

tions (blue) vs. single top production cross-sections (red), and both sets of measurements

combined (purple).

operator O(3)

'q cannot be accessed in this way, since its only e↵ect is to rescale the Wtb

vertex V 2

tb ! Vtb

⇣
Vtb + v2C(3)

'q /⇤2

⌘
, therefore it has no e↵ect on event kinematics.) The

desirable feature of these quantities is that they are relatively stable against higher order

corrections, so the associated scale uncertainties are small. The Standard Model NNLO

estimates for these are: {F
0

, FL, FR} = {0.687±0.005, 0.311±0.005, 0.0017±0.0001} [134],

i.e. the uncertainties are at the per mille level. It is interesting to ask whether the

bound obtained on OuW in this way is stronger than that obtained from cross-section

measurements. In Figure 8 we show the constraints obtained in each way. Although

they are in excellent agreement with each other, cross-section information gives a slightly

stronger bound, mainly due to the larger amount of data available, but also due to the

large experimental uncertainties on Fi. Still, these measurements provide complementary

information on the operator OuW , and combining both results in a stronger constraint than

either alone, as expected.

4.5 Charge asymmetries

Asymmetries in the production of top quark pairs have received a lot of attention in recent

years, particularly due to an apparent discrepancy between the Standard Model prediction

for the so-called ‘forward-backward’ asymmetry A
FB

in top pair production

A
FB

=
N(�y > 0) � N(�y < 0)

N(�y > 0) + N(�y < 0)
(16)

where �y = yt � y
¯t, and a measurement by CDF [135]. This discrepancy was most

pronounced in the high invariant mass region, pointing to potential TeV-scale physics at

play. However, recent work has cast doubts on its significance for two reasons: Firstly, an

updated analysis with higher statistics [90] has slightly lowered the excess. Secondly, a full

NNLO QCD calculation [136] of A
FB

showed that, along with NLO QCD + electroweak

calculations [137–139] the radiative corrections to A
FB

are large. The current measurements

are now consistent with the Standard Model within 2�. Moreover, the D/0 experiment

reports [91] a high-invariant mass measurement lower than the SM prediction. From a

16

cf. LHC W helicity 
fractions [full fit]

[Zhang, Willenbrock `10]
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• complementary to involved LHC measurements

systematics “marginalising” 
over cms energy

[Contino, Falkowski, Goertz, Grojean, Riva `16]
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• complementary to involved LHC measurements

transparent    
validity high precision!

systematics “marginalising” 
over cms energy

lepton colliders

[Contino, Falkowski, Goertz, Grojean, Riva `16]
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[CE, Russell `17]

• setup 
• energy: ILC 500 GeV and CLIC 3 TeV 
• polarisation: unpolarised and Pe-= ±0.8, Pe-=∓0.3 
• observables: total cross sections and forward-backward 

asymmetry

At
FB =

N(cos ✓t > 0)�N(cos ✓t < 0)

N(cos ✓t > 0) +N(cos ✓t < 0)

lepton colliders
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[CE, Russell `17]

• setup 
• energy: ILC 500 GeV and CLIC 3 TeV 
• polarisation: unpolarised and Pe-= ±0.8, Pe-=∓0.3 
• observables: total cross sections and forward-backward 

asymmetry

At
FB =

N(cos ✓t > 0)�N(cos ✓t < 0)

N(cos ✓t > 0) +N(cos ✓t < 0)

• constraints from SM pseudodata 1% theory and exp. uncertainty
e.g. [Amjad et al, `15]

e.g. [Bernreuther et al. `06] 
[Fleischer, et al. `03] 

[Gao, Zhu `14] 

• only modified top electroweak couplings, LO in EFT

lepton colliders

[Alexander Mitov’s talk]
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FIG. 1: Ratio of the full SM pp ! tt̄Z cross-section with
the operators of Eq. (II.4) switched on individually to the
NLO Standard Model estimate. The dashed lines show
the contribution from the interference term, and the solid
lines show the full dependence.

bands to the percent level [17].

The physics case for a e+e� collider is by now well-
established. The principal motivation is to perform a de-
tailed precision study of the couplings of the Higgs boson
in the much cleaner environment that a lepton collider af-
fords, which will bring Higgs coupling measurements to
an accuracy that will not be challenged by the LHC, even
after it collects 3 ab�1 of data [18].

The electroweak couplings of the top quark are also
clearly within the remit of such a collider. Currently,
the only handle on top quark electroweak couplings from
the LHC is through the associated production pp ! tt̄V
where V 2 {Z,W, �}. Whilst measurements of these pro-
cesses are now approaching the 5� level, the pull that
they have on a global fit is small [7]. Measurements of
electroweak single top production bring stronger bounds,
but are sensitive to a smaller subset of operators.

At a lepton collider, on the other hand, the process
e+e� ! Z⇤/� ! tt̄ is extremely sensitive to top elec-
troweak couplings. While the overall rate is more mod-
est than at the LHC due to the parametric ↵EW /↵s

and s-channel suppression, the process is essentially
background-free, and would constitute the first true pre-
cision probe of the electroweak sector of the top quark,
and open up a new avenue for top quark couplings, com-
plementary to the well-studied top QCD interactions.

Several studies of the prospects for improvement of top
measurements at future colliders have already been un-
dertaken (see for example Refs. [19–22]), in particular
for the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC), but
none have explicitly quantified the gain in the constraints
on the top electroweak sector of the SMEFT, nor pro-
vided a comparative study of di↵erent collider options.
The purpose of this paper is to provide such a study.

In Sec. II we discuss the e+e� ! Z⇤/� ! tt̄ process

in the Standard Model EFT, and the D = 6 operators
that generate interference with the Standard Model. To
motivate the study, in Sec. IV we discuss the present
status of constraints on top electroweak couplings, and
discuss projections for the lifetime of the LHC. The rest
of the paper is devoted to lepton collider projections. In
Sec. V we discuss ILC constraints, based on the H-20
running scenario. In Sec. VI, we focus on prospects from
CLIC, comparing the potential of the two future collider
projections. In Sec. VII we analyse the complementar-
ity between the bounds derived from tt̄ measurements at
a future collider and Z-pole measurements, before sum-
marising in Sec. VIII.

II. TOP ELECTROWEAK COUPLINGS

In the Standard Model, the electroweak tt̄Z coupling
is given by the vector-axial-vector coupling

L
ttZ

= et̄ [�µ(vt � �
5

at)] tZµ (II.1)

where

vt =
T 3

t � 2Qt sin2 ✓W
2 sin ✓W cos ✓W

' 0.24,

at =
T 3

t

2 sin ✓W cos ✓W
' 0.60.

(II.2)

To capture e↵ects beyond the SM in this Lagrangian
there are two approaches: one can write down anoma-
lous couplings for the tt̄Z vertex, such that L

ttZ

receives
a term

�L
ttZ

= et̄


(�µ(C

1V + �
5

C
1A)

+
i�µ⌫q⌫
2MZ

(C
2V + �

5

C
2A)

�
tZµ,

(II.3)
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FIG. 4: (a) Ratio of the full SM e+e� to tt̄ cross-section at
p
s = 500 GeV with the operators of Eq. (II.4) switched on

individually to the NLO Standard Model estimate. The dashed lines show the contribution from the interference term, and the
solid lines show the full dependence The operator colour-coding is the same as Fig. 1. (b) Likewise for CLIC running at

p
s =

3 TeV.

suing as more data becomes available.

V. ILC CONSTRAINTS

Going beyond the LHC, currently, the most mature
proposal is for a linear e+e� collider with a centre of mass
energy ranging from 250 GeV to up to 1 TeV. There
are several scenarios for integrated luminosity and CM
energy combinations. The most-studied is the so-called
H-20 option, which involves running at 500 GeV for 500
fb�1 of data, followed by 200 fb�1 of data at the tt̄ thresh-
old to perform detailed measurements of the top quark
mass, and 300 fb�1 of data at

p
s = 250 GeV to maximise

the machine’s Higgs potential with high precision. After
a luminosity upgrade, a further 3.5 ab�1 is gathered atp
s = 500 GeV, followed by another

p
s = 250 GeV run

at 1.5 ab�1. Since we are most interested in the ILC
mass reach for new physics, in this study we focus on the
500 GeV ILC running.

An important parameter for lepton colliders is the en-
ergy spread of electron and positron beams (see e.g. [35]).
In order to estimate the e↵ect on our results, we use the
results of [35] to calculate the expected change in the
cross- section by including the e↵ects of initial state ra-
diation, beam spread and beamstrahlung. We find that
for the typical beam profile, the associated uncertainty is
not a limiting factor and we neglect these e↵ects in the
following.

A. The tt̄ total cross-section

Top pair production has a more modest rate here
than at a hadron collider. The state-of-the-art Standard
Model calculations for (unpolarised) e+e� ! tt̄ produc-
tion are at N3LO QCD [16, 17], and at NLO EW [36] and
predict a cross-section � ' 0.57 pb. The conventional
scale variation gives a QCD uncertainty at the per-mille
level. While this rate is more than a factor of a thousand
smaller than at the 13 TeV LHC, the process is essen-
tially background free. Thus, after even 500 fb�1 of data
the statistical uncertainty will be approximately 0.2%,
and so completely subdominant to the systematics.

We can thus repeat the exercise of extracting the
bounds on the coe�cients of the operators of Eq. (II.4)
using SM pseudodata. As a guide for the expected nu-
merical constraints, we also plot the ratio of the total
cross-section in the presence of the operators to the SM
prediction, this time using the total (unpolarised) cross-
section at the 500 GeV ILC. This is shown on the left of
Fig. 4.

We see again that the operators OuW and OuB are
the strongest, however, unlike the case of tt̄Z produc-
tion the interference term dominates at small ci/⇤

2. The
result of this is that there is a cancellation between
the interference and quadratic terms at approximately
ci/⇤

2 ' �3 TeV�2, leading to a SM-like cross-section
and a second, degenerate minimum in the �2. The con-
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FIG. 4: (a) Ratio of the full SM e+e� to tt̄ cross-section at
p
s = 500 GeV with the operators of Eq. (II.4) switched on

individually to the NLO Standard Model estimate. The dashed lines show the contribution from the interference term, and the
solid lines show the full dependence The operator colour-coding is the same as Fig. 1. (b) Likewise for CLIC running at
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s =

3 TeV.

suing as more data becomes available.

V. ILC CONSTRAINTS

Going beyond the LHC, currently, the most mature
proposal is for a linear e+e� collider with a centre of mass
energy ranging from 250 GeV to up to 1 TeV. There
are several scenarios for integrated luminosity and CM
energy combinations. The most-studied is the so-called
H-20 option, which involves running at 500 GeV for 500
fb�1 of data, followed by 200 fb�1 of data at the tt̄ thresh-
old to perform detailed measurements of the top quark
mass, and 300 fb�1 of data at

p
s = 250 GeV to maximise

the machine’s Higgs potential with high precision. After
a luminosity upgrade, a further 3.5 ab�1 is gathered atp
s = 500 GeV, followed by another

p
s = 250 GeV run

at 1.5 ab�1. Since we are most interested in the ILC
mass reach for new physics, in this study we focus on the
500 GeV ILC running.

An important parameter for lepton colliders is the en-
ergy spread of electron and positron beams (see e.g. [35]).
In order to estimate the e↵ect on our results, we use the
results of [35] to calculate the expected change in the
cross- section by including the e↵ects of initial state ra-
diation, beam spread and beamstrahlung. We find that
for the typical beam profile, the associated uncertainty is
not a limiting factor and we neglect these e↵ects in the
following.

A. The tt̄ total cross-section

Top pair production has a more modest rate here
than at a hadron collider. The state-of-the-art Standard
Model calculations for (unpolarised) e+e� ! tt̄ produc-
tion are at N3LO QCD [16, 17], and at NLO EW [36] and
predict a cross-section � ' 0.57 pb. The conventional
scale variation gives a QCD uncertainty at the per-mille
level. While this rate is more than a factor of a thousand
smaller than at the 13 TeV LHC, the process is essen-
tially background free. Thus, after even 500 fb�1 of data
the statistical uncertainty will be approximately 0.2%,
and so completely subdominant to the systematics.

We can thus repeat the exercise of extracting the
bounds on the coe�cients of the operators of Eq. (II.4)
using SM pseudodata. As a guide for the expected nu-
merical constraints, we also plot the ratio of the total
cross-section in the presence of the operators to the SM
prediction, this time using the total (unpolarised) cross-
section at the 500 GeV ILC. This is shown on the left of
Fig. 4.

We see again that the operators OuW and OuB are
the strongest, however, unlike the case of tt̄Z produc-
tion the interference term dominates at small ci/⇤

2. The
result of this is that there is a cancellation between
the interference and quadratic terms at approximately
ci/⇤

2 ' �3 TeV�2, leading to a SM-like cross-section
and a second, degenerate minimum in the �2. The con-
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FIG. 1: Ratio of the full SM pp ! tt̄Z cross-section with
the operators of Eq. (II.4) switched on individually to the
NLO Standard Model estimate. The dashed lines show
the contribution from the interference term, and the solid
lines show the full dependence.

bands to the percent level [17].

The physics case for a e+e� collider is by now well-
established. The principal motivation is to perform a de-
tailed precision study of the couplings of the Higgs boson
in the much cleaner environment that a lepton collider af-
fords, which will bring Higgs coupling measurements to
an accuracy that will not be challenged by the LHC, even
after it collects 3 ab�1 of data [18].

The electroweak couplings of the top quark are also
clearly within the remit of such a collider. Currently,
the only handle on top quark electroweak couplings from
the LHC is through the associated production pp ! tt̄V
where V 2 {Z,W, �}. Whilst measurements of these pro-
cesses are now approaching the 5� level, the pull that
they have on a global fit is small [7]. Measurements of
electroweak single top production bring stronger bounds,
but are sensitive to a smaller subset of operators.

At a lepton collider, on the other hand, the process
e+e� ! Z⇤/� ! tt̄ is extremely sensitive to top elec-
troweak couplings. While the overall rate is more mod-
est than at the LHC due to the parametric ↵EW /↵s

and s-channel suppression, the process is essentially
background-free, and would constitute the first true pre-
cision probe of the electroweak sector of the top quark,
and open up a new avenue for top quark couplings, com-
plementary to the well-studied top QCD interactions.

Several studies of the prospects for improvement of top
measurements at future colliders have already been un-
dertaken (see for example Refs. [19–22]), in particular
for the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC), but
none have explicitly quantified the gain in the constraints
on the top electroweak sector of the SMEFT, nor pro-
vided a comparative study of di↵erent collider options.
The purpose of this paper is to provide such a study.

In Sec. II we discuss the e+e� ! Z⇤/� ! tt̄ process

in the Standard Model EFT, and the D = 6 operators
that generate interference with the Standard Model. To
motivate the study, in Sec. IV we discuss the present
status of constraints on top electroweak couplings, and
discuss projections for the lifetime of the LHC. The rest
of the paper is devoted to lepton collider projections. In
Sec. V we discuss ILC constraints, based on the H-20
running scenario. In Sec. VI, we focus on prospects from
CLIC, comparing the potential of the two future collider
projections. In Sec. VII we analyse the complementar-
ity between the bounds derived from tt̄ measurements at
a future collider and Z-pole measurements, before sum-
marising in Sec. VIII.

II. TOP ELECTROWEAK COUPLINGS

In the Standard Model, the electroweak tt̄Z coupling
is given by the vector-axial-vector coupling

L
ttZ

= et̄ [�µ(vt � �
5

at)] tZµ (II.1)

where

vt =
T 3

t � 2Qt sin2 ✓W
2 sin ✓W cos ✓W

' 0.24,

at =
T 3

t

2 sin ✓W cos ✓W
' 0.60.

(II.2)

To capture e↵ects beyond the SM in this Lagrangian
there are two approaches: one can write down anoma-
lous couplings for the tt̄Z vertex, such that L

ttZ

receives
a term

�L
ttZ

= et̄


(�µ(C

1V + �
5

C
1A)

+
i�µ⌫q⌫
2MZ

(C
2V + �

5

C
2A)

�
tZµ,

(II.3)

→ see also Philipp Roloff’s talk
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• helicity fractions are already in good shape at the LHC… 

• asymmetries encode orthogonal information compared to 
cross sections for LHC: [Perelló, Roselló, Vos,  `15]
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FIG. 5: Full dependence of the tt̄ forward-backward asymmetry of Eq. (V.1) on the operators of Eq. (II.4) for left-handed
polarised electrons (left) and right-handed polarised electrons (right) at

p
s = 500 GeV, the operator colour coding is the same

as Fig. 1. We also show a 5% uncertainty band around the SM prediction, to estimate the expected constraints.

straints obtained from a one-at-a-time fit of these oper-
ators to the SM pseudodata is shown in the red bars on
the right of Fig. 6.

The operators OuW and OuB are very tightly con-
strained, due to their much stronger impact on the cross-
section stemming from the extra momentum dependence
flowing through the vertex. The '-type operators are
more weakly constrained, but on the whole the con-
straints are typically 100 times stronger than for the LHC
tt̄Z production projections in Sec. IV, which is unsurpris-
ing giving the di↵erence in precision.

Individual constraints are less useful in practice, how-
ever. Firstly, in a plausible UV scenario that would gen-
erate these operators one would typically expect more
than one to be generated at once, so that one-at-a-time
constraints cannot be straightforwardly linked to a spe-
cific ‘top-down’ model. Secondly, there can in general be
cancellations between di↵erent operators for a given ob-
servable that can yield spurious local minima and disrupt
the fit. This would not be visible in the individual con-
straints, and so would obscure degeneracies in the opera-
tor set that could be broken by considering di↵erent ob-
servables. Therefore, we also consider constraints where
we marginalise over the remaining three coe�cients in
the fit. These are shown in the blue bars on the right of
Fig. 6.⇤

We see that, with the exception of OuW and OuB ,

⇤Note, however, that a full marginalisation will be overly conserva-
tive when confronting a concrete UV model.

marginalising over the full operator set wipes out the
constraints. This is because even for large values of co-
e�cients, the pull that a particular operator has on the
cross-section can easily be cancelled by another operator.
We can conclude that, despite the impressive precision
that can be achieved in extracting the cross-section, it
has limited use in constraining new physics in a simulta-
neous global fit of several operators. It is worthwhile to
make use of other measurements.

B. Polarised beams

One of the principal strengths of lepton colliders is that
the polarisation of the incoming beams can be finely con-
trolled, so that the relative contributions between dif-
ferent subprocesses to a given final state can be tuned.
Moreover, because the dependence of top observables on
the operators of Eq. (II.4) depends strongly on the ini-
tial state polarisation, varying the settings increases the
number of independent measurements that can be used
to place bounds in a global fit.

To emphasise this point, we study the forward-
backward asymmetry, defined as

At
FB =

N(cos ✓t > 0) �N(cos ✓t < 0)

N(cos ✓t > 0) + N(cos ✓t < 0)
, (V.1)

where ✓t is the polar angle between the top quark and
the incoming electron, for three incoming beam polar-
isation settings: unpolarised beams, denoted (At

FB)U ;
a fully left-handed initial polarised electron beam and
fully right-handed polarised positron beam, denoted
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FIG. 1: Ratio of the full SM pp ! tt̄Z cross-section with
the operators of Eq. (II.4) switched on individually to the
NLO Standard Model estimate. The dashed lines show
the contribution from the interference term, and the solid
lines show the full dependence.

bands to the percent level [17].

The physics case for a e+e� collider is by now well-
established. The principal motivation is to perform a de-
tailed precision study of the couplings of the Higgs boson
in the much cleaner environment that a lepton collider af-
fords, which will bring Higgs coupling measurements to
an accuracy that will not be challenged by the LHC, even
after it collects 3 ab�1 of data [18].

The electroweak couplings of the top quark are also
clearly within the remit of such a collider. Currently,
the only handle on top quark electroweak couplings from
the LHC is through the associated production pp ! tt̄V
where V 2 {Z,W, �}. Whilst measurements of these pro-
cesses are now approaching the 5� level, the pull that
they have on a global fit is small [7]. Measurements of
electroweak single top production bring stronger bounds,
but are sensitive to a smaller subset of operators.

At a lepton collider, on the other hand, the process
e+e� ! Z⇤/� ! tt̄ is extremely sensitive to top elec-
troweak couplings. While the overall rate is more mod-
est than at the LHC due to the parametric ↵EW /↵s

and s-channel suppression, the process is essentially
background-free, and would constitute the first true pre-
cision probe of the electroweak sector of the top quark,
and open up a new avenue for top quark couplings, com-
plementary to the well-studied top QCD interactions.

Several studies of the prospects for improvement of top
measurements at future colliders have already been un-
dertaken (see for example Refs. [19–22]), in particular
for the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC), but
none have explicitly quantified the gain in the constraints
on the top electroweak sector of the SMEFT, nor pro-
vided a comparative study of di↵erent collider options.
The purpose of this paper is to provide such a study.

In Sec. II we discuss the e+e� ! Z⇤/� ! tt̄ process

in the Standard Model EFT, and the D = 6 operators
that generate interference with the Standard Model. To
motivate the study, in Sec. IV we discuss the present
status of constraints on top electroweak couplings, and
discuss projections for the lifetime of the LHC. The rest
of the paper is devoted to lepton collider projections. In
Sec. V we discuss ILC constraints, based on the H-20
running scenario. In Sec. VI, we focus on prospects from
CLIC, comparing the potential of the two future collider
projections. In Sec. VII we analyse the complementar-
ity between the bounds derived from tt̄ measurements at
a future collider and Z-pole measurements, before sum-
marising in Sec. VIII.

II. TOP ELECTROWEAK COUPLINGS

In the Standard Model, the electroweak tt̄Z coupling
is given by the vector-axial-vector coupling

L
ttZ

= et̄ [�µ(vt � �
5

at)] tZµ (II.1)

where

vt =
T 3

t � 2Qt sin2 ✓W
2 sin ✓W cos ✓W

' 0.24,

at =
T 3

t

2 sin ✓W cos ✓W
' 0.60.

(II.2)

To capture e↵ects beyond the SM in this Lagrangian
there are two approaches: one can write down anoma-
lous couplings for the tt̄Z vertex, such that L

ttZ

receives
a term

�L
ttZ

= et̄


(�µ(C

1V + �
5

C
1A)

+
i�µ⌫q⌫
2MZ

(C
2V + �

5

C
2A)

�
tZµ,

(II.3)
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see also [Aguilar-Saavedra, Fiolhais, Onofre. `12]

• improvement by up to a factor of 103 compared to LHC 

• marginalised results weaker, but overly conservative (BSM matching)
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FIG. 6: 95% confidence ranges for the operators we consider here, from the 500 GeV ILC, assuming 1% theoretical and
experimental uncertainties, by fitting to cross-sections, asymmetries, and the combination, with each operator considered
individually (a) or in a 5D fit (b). To display both on the same plot, we scale the individual constraints up by a factor of 100,
so that the bottom axis is actually c̄i/100.

(At
FB)L; and vice versa, denoted (At

FB)R. The
SM predictions for these settings at tree level are
{(At

FB)U , (At
FB)L, (At

FB)R} ' {0.40, 0.37, 0.47}, which
agree well with the full NNLO QCD estimates [37]. The
dependence of these asymmetries on the operators of
Eq. (II.4) is shown in Fig. 5.

We see that the dependence on the operators distinc-
tively depends on the initial state polarisations. For the
(At

FB)L case, we again see the large interference-square
cancellation in the gauge-type operators OuW and OuB .
For the right-handed case the impact of OuW is much

milder. For both cases we see that the operators O(3)

'q

and O(1)

'q pull the prediction in opposite directions. Most
encouragingly, we see that the departure from the SM
prediction is now much stronger for the '-type opera-
tors than the total cross-section, which should lead to a
sizeable improvement in the final constraints.

To generate these constraints, we consider a global fit
of the four operators to six observables:

{(At
FB)U , (A

t
FB)L, (A

t
FB)R, (�

t¯t
tot

)U , (�
t¯t
tot

)L, (�
t¯t
tot

)R}.
(V.2)

In extracting the constraints, we consider the more
realistic ILC polarisation capabilities Pe� = ± 0.8,
Pe+ = ⌥ 0.3, noting that the cross-section for arbitrary
e+e� polarisations is related to the fully polarised one

by [38, 39]

�Pe�Pe+
=

1

4
{(1 + Pe�)(1 � Pe+)�

RL

+ (1 � Pe�)(1 + Pe+)�
LR

},
(V.3)

where �
RL

is the cross-section for fully right-handed
polarised electrons and fully left-handed polarised
positrons and �

RL

is vice versa (the �
RR

and �
LL

compo-
nents vanish for p-wave annihilation into spin-1 bosons).
Performing a �2 fit of the full analytic expression for each
observable, using SM pseudodata with 1% experimental
error bars (based on studies in Refs. [21, 40]) and SM
theory uncertainties of 1% (based on the calculations of
Refs. [16, 17, 36, 37]) the individual and marginalised
constraints on these operators are shown in Fig. 6.

At the level of individual operators, the constraints
are not improved drastically by adding in asymmetry in-
formation. For the global fit, however, the constraints
lead to much stronger bounds than for fitting to cross-
sections (although the marginalisation typically weakens
the overall constraints by a factor O(100)).

We see that the constraints are again much stronger
for the field strength operators OuW and OuB , where
the constraints are at the |c̄i| . 10�4 level for the indi-
vidual constraints and |c̄i| . 10�2 for the marginalised
case, corresponding to a mass reach of ⇤ & 20 TeV and
⇤ & 2.16 TeV, respectively, assuming ci ' 1. The weak-

est constraints are on the operators O(3)

'q (O(1)

'q ), which
translate into bounds on ⇤ of roughly 700 GeV.
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• momentum dependent operators further improved, feeds into 
marginalised results 

• pay price for decreased total cross section sensitivity within the 
assumptions of our fit    [highly off-shell Z - run at threshold?]
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FIG. 7: 95% confidence ranges for the operators we consider here, from CLIC running at
p
s = 3 TeV, assuming 1% theoretical

and experimental uncertainties, by fitting to cross-sections, asymmetries, and the combination, with each operator considered
individually (a) or in a 5D fit (b). To display both on the same plot, we scale the individual constraints up by a factor of 10,
so that the bottom axis is actually c̄i/10.

While it is encouraging that the bounds are consistent
with an EFT formulation, in the sense that ⇤ � p

s,
the ILC mass reach for the scale of new physics that
would generate these operators is still low. We note,
however, that these bounds are on the conservative side,
since other observables such as oblique parameters and
LEP asymmetries contribute complementary information
that will in general tighten them. To keep this fit self-
contained, we postpone this discussion until Sec. VII.

VI. CLIC CONSTRAINTS

The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) project [41, 42],
with its larger maximum centre-of-mass energy

p
s = 3

TeV, will be in a stronger position to discover the ef-
fects of some higher-dimensional operators, whose e↵ects
näıvely scale with the CM energy as s/⇤2. There are
two main running scenarios, but both envisage total in-
tegrated luminosities of 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 500 GeV, 1.5

ab�1 at 1.4 or 1.5 TeV, and 2 ab�1 at 3 TeV. Again, we
focus on the highest energy setting

p
s = 3 TeV, to max-

imise discovery potential for non-resonant new physics
through D = 6 operators.

Moving further away from the tt̄ threshold, the total
e+e� ! Z⇤/� ! tt̄ rate is smaller than at the ILC; atp
s = 3 TeV it is around 20 fb, which means for the total

forecast integrated luminosity at this energy there will be
a statistical uncertainty of ' 0.5%. A total experimental

uncertainty of 1% may therefore be too optimistic an es-
timate once systematics are fully itemised. Nonetheless,
for ease of comparison with the ILC figures, we take this
as a baseline, and the corresponding constraints, using
the same observables and beam settings, are shown in
Fig. 7.

We see that for the individual fit, CLIC constraints
are around an order of magnitude worse than ILC ones.⇤

Although the direct sensitivity to the operators is en-
hanced, we see that as we move away from the tt̄ thresh-
old, the interference e↵ect of the '-type operators is much
smaller. This is not the case for the operators OuW and
OuB , whose contributions stem mainly from the (D = 6)2

term, as seen on the right of Fig. 4, which receives no
suppression. Their individual constraints are close to the
ILC values, indicating that energy scale is not the dom-
inant factor driving these limits, but rather the theory
and experimental uncertainties which saturate the sensi-
tivity, which we do not vary.

For the more general marginalised fit, we see again
that combining cross-section and asymmetry measure-
ments will break blind directions in the fit, leading to
much more powerful overall constraints. Unlike for the

⇤This is in contrast to Higgs sector constraints from e+e� ! hZ,
where the projected sensitivity is extremely dependent on the mo-
mentum flow through the vertex, leading to better overall CLIC
constraints [43].

…..[Beneke et al, `15] [Reuter et al. `16] 
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• constraints much stronger than LHC, big opportunity of BSM 
physics 

• large sensitivity to marginalisation → power counting
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what about EWPO?
• intrinsically tedious, all operators need to be considered, not only top 

sector ones 

• that said….
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FIG. 8: Representative Feynman diagram contributing to
the S, T, U parameters at one-loop. The grey-shaded area
marks a possible dimension six insertion while the black dot
represents a SM vertex of the V � V 0 polarisation function,
V, V 0 = W±, Z, �.

case of the ILC, however, care must be taken in interpret-
ing these limits in terms of the mass scale of a particular
UV model. The marginalised constraint |c̄'u| . 0.05, for
example, corresponds to a mass scale ⇤/

p
c & 1.1 TeV,

which is less than the energy scale probed in the inter-
action, so that the constraint can only be linked to a
particular model if it is very weakly coupled: g⇤ ⌧ 1.

VII. BEYOND e+e� ! tt̄: PRECISION
OBSERVABLES

Obviously the direct constraints that we have focused
on in this work do not exist in a vacuum and the inter-
play of direct and indirect sensitivity plays an important
part in ultimately obtaining the best constraints for a
given model (see [44, 45]). To put the expected direct
constraints detailed above into perspective we analyse
the impact of the considered operators on LEP preci-
sion observables. Note, that these Z resonance observ-
ables are sensitive to a plethora of other new interactions
and a direct comparison is not immediately straightfor-
ward [44]. Nonetheless, there is significant discriminative
power that is worthwhile pointing out, which we will dis-
cuss in the following.

A. Oblique corrections

The S, T, U parameters [47, 48] (see also [49]) are stan-
dard observables that capture oblique deviations in the
SM electroweak gauge sector from the SM paradigm [50,
51] through modifications of the gauge boson two-point
functions. The operators considered in this work modify
these at the one-loop level through diagrams of the type
shown in Fig. 9. Throughout we perform our calculation
in dimensional regularisation.

The definitions of S, T, U , see [47, 48, 51], are such
that in the SM all divergencies cancel when replacing the
renormalised polarisation functions by their bare coun-
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cuW
33
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FIG. 9: Contour of the S, T, U fit reported in [46] for specif-
ically the operators OuW ,OuB , which are unconstrained by
down-sector measurements. All other Wilson coe�cients are
chosen to be zero. The dark and light shaded areas represent
68% and 95% confidence levels for this projections, while the
blue contour uses µR = mZ and the red contour µR = 1 TeV.

terparts. The modifications of Fig. 9, however, induce
additional divergencies due to the dimension 6 parts and
the introduction of two-point function counterterms is
essential to obtain a UV-finite result, see also [45]. This
leads to a regularisation scale µR dependence of the di-
mension 6 amplitude parts after renormalisation. It is
this part which we focus on as we choose the SM with a
125 GeV Higgs as reference point [46].

B. Non-oblique corrections

A well-measured quantity at LEP is the Zbb̄ ver-
tex, which enters the prediction of the bottom forward-
backward asymmetry Ab¯b

FB , see e.g. [52]. Similar to the
operators in Eq. (II.4), in the generic dimension six ap-
proach we can expect similar operators for the down-
sector of the 3rd fermion family. These will modify the
interactions along the same lines as we focused on above
for the top sector. However, due to the di↵erent isospin
properties, the bottom forward backward asymmetry is

now sensitive to the sum c(3)'q + c(1)'q . This leads to a
complementary constraint by the LEP forward backward
asymmetry compared to the direct measurements in tt̄,
Fig. 10.

Moreover, the constraints on c(3)'q +c(1)'q from Ab¯b
FB can

be combined with the constraints on c(3)'q�c(1)'q to extract

independent bounds on c(3)'q and c(1)'q . This is shown in
Fig. 11. Care should be taken when interpreting these
constraints individually, however. We are considering
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given model (see [44, 45]). To put the expected direct
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the impact of the considered operators on LEP preci-
sion observables. Note, that these Z resonance observ-
ables are sensitive to a plethora of other new interactions
and a direct comparison is not immediately straightfor-
ward [44]. Nonetheless, there is significant discriminative
power that is worthwhile pointing out, which we will dis-
cuss in the following.

A. Oblique corrections

The S, T, U parameters [47, 48] (see also [49]) are stan-
dard observables that capture oblique deviations in the
SM electroweak gauge sector from the SM paradigm [50,
51] through modifications of the gauge boson two-point
functions. The operators considered in this work modify
these at the one-loop level through diagrams of the type
shown in Fig. 9. Throughout we perform our calculation
in dimensional regularisation.

The definitions of S, T, U , see [47, 48, 51], are such
that in the SM all divergencies cancel when replacing the
renormalised polarisation functions by their bare coun-
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terparts. The modifications of Fig. 9, however, induce
additional divergencies due to the dimension 6 parts and
the introduction of two-point function counterterms is
essential to obtain a UV-finite result, see also [45]. This
leads to a regularisation scale µR dependence of the di-
mension 6 amplitude parts after renormalisation. It is
this part which we focus on as we choose the SM with a
125 GeV Higgs as reference point [46].

B. Non-oblique corrections

A well-measured quantity at LEP is the Zbb̄ ver-
tex, which enters the prediction of the bottom forward-
backward asymmetry Ab¯b

FB , see e.g. [52]. Similar to the
operators in Eq. (II.4), in the generic dimension six ap-
proach we can expect similar operators for the down-
sector of the 3rd fermion family. These will modify the
interactions along the same lines as we focused on above
for the top sector. However, due to the di↵erent isospin
properties, the bottom forward backward asymmetry is

now sensitive to the sum c(3)'q + c(1)'q . This leads to a
complementary constraint by the LEP forward backward
asymmetry compared to the direct measurements in tt̄,
Fig. 10.

Moreover, the constraints on c(3)'q +c(1)'q from Ab¯b
FB can

be combined with the constraints on c(3)'q�c(1)'q to extract

independent bounds on c(3)'q and c(1)'q . This is shown in
Fig. 11. Care should be taken when interpreting these
constraints individually, however. We are considering

• potential improvement but probably 
restricted to UV-biased fit 

• potentially break blind directions

d-type ops.=0 
S,T,U

see also [de Blas et al. `15]

d-type ops.=0



Summary

• fully differential fitting techniques have seen great progress, 
interpolation approaches are scalable 

• direct LHC constraints will leave a lot of space for non-standard 
top quark physics  

• sensitivity at CLIC provides a huge potential for searches for non-
resonant new physics in the top sector 

• sensitivity to marginalisation shows that the potential of UV-
informed fits is even bigger
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multidimensional interpolation & fit

adapted random walks in 
parameter space

[SFITTER, Lafaye, Plehn, Zerwas `04]

parameterisation-based 
interpolation

[PROFESSOR, Buckley et al. `09]

Standard Model theoretical uncertainties: These stem from the choice of parton

distribution functions (PDFs), as well as neglected higher-order perturbative corrections.

As is conventional, we model the latter by varying the renormalisation and factorisation

scales independently in the range µ
0

/2  µ
R,F  2µ

0

, where we use µ
0

= mt as the default

scale, and take the envelope as our uncertainty. For the PDF uncertainty, we follow the

PDF4LHC recommendation [101] of using CT10 [102], MSTW [103] & NNPDF [104] NLO

fits, each with associated scale uncertainties, then taking the full width of the scale+PDF

envelope as our uncertainty estimate – i.e. we conservatively assume that scales and

parton densities are 100% correlated. Unless otherwise stated, we take the top quark

mass to be mt = 173.2 ± 1.0 GeV. We do not consider electroweak corrections.

Only recently a lot of progress has been made in extending the dimension six-extended

SM to higher order, see Refs. [105–118]. Including these e↵ects is beyond the scope of

this work, also because we work to leading order accuracy in the electroweak expansion

of the SM. QCD corrections to four fermion operators included via renormalisation group

equations are typically of the order of 15%, depending on the resolved phase space [114].

As pointed out in Ref. [119], these e↵ects can be important in electroweak precision data

fits.

Interpolation error: A small error relating to the Monte Carlo interpolation (described

in more detail in the next section) is included. This is estimated to be 5% at a conservative

estimate, as discussed in the following section, and subleading compared to the previous

two categories.

3.3 Fitting procedure

Our fitting procedure, briefly outlined in Ref. [52], uses the Professor framework. The

first step is to construct an N -dimensional hypercube in the space of dimension six cou-

plings, compute the observables at each point in the space, and then to fit an interpolating

function f(C) that parametrises the theory prediction as a function of the Wilson coe�-

cients C = {Ci}. This can then be used to rapidly generate theory observables for arbitrary

values of the coe�cients. Motivated by the dependence of the total cross-section with a

Wilson coe�cient:

� ⇠ �
SM

+ Ci�D6

+ C2

i �D6

2 , (4)

the fitting function is chosen to be a second-order or higher polynomial:

fb({Ci}) = ↵b
0

+
X

i

�b
iCi +

X

ij

�b
i,jCiCj + . . . . (5)

In the absence of systematic uncertainties, each observable would exactly follow a

second-order polynomial in the coe�cients, and higher-order terms capture bin uncertain-

ties which modify this. The polynomial also serves as a useful check that the dimension-six

approximation is valid. By comparing eq. (4) with eq. (5), we see that the terms quadratic

in Ci are small provided that the coe�cients in the interpolating function �i,j are small.
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Figure 1: Residuals distributions for interpolated observable values (left) and uncertain-

ties (right), evaluated over all input MC runs and all observables. The 4th order polynomial

parameterisation gives the best performance and the vast majority of entries are within 5%

of the explicit MC value. The poor performance of a constant uncertainty assumption based

on the median input uncertainty is evident – since all three lines have the same normalisa-

tion, the majority of residual mismodellings for the median approach are (far) outside the

displayed 10% interval.

This is a more robust way to ensure validity of the dimension-six approximation than to

assume a linear fit from the start.

In practice, to minimise the interpolation uncertainty, we use up to a 4th order polyno-

mial in eq. (5), depending on the observable of interest. The performance of the interpola-

tion method is shown in Figure 1, which depicts the fractional deviation of the polynomial

fit from the explicit MC points used to constrain it. The central values and the sizes of the

modelling uncertainties may both be parameterised with extremely similar performance,

with 4th order performing best for both. The width of this residual mismodeling distribu-

tion being ⇠ 3% for each of the value and error components is the motivation for a total

5% interpolation uncertainty to be included in the goodness of fit of the interpolated MC

polynomial f(C) to the experimentally measured value E:

�2(C) =
X

O

X

i,j

(fi(C) � Ei)⇢i,j(fj(C) � Ej)

�i�j
, (6)

where we sum over all observables O and all bins in that observable i. We include the

correlation matrix ⇢i,j where this is provided by the experiments, otherwise ⇢i,j = �ij.

The uncertainty on each bin is given by �i =
q

�2

th,i + �2

exp,i, i.e. we treat theory and

experimental errors as uncorrelated. The parameterisation of the theory uncertainties is

restricted to not become larger than in the training set, to ensure that polynomial blow-up

of the uncertainty at the edges of the sampling range cannot produce a spuriously low �2

and disrupt the fit.

7

fitting procedure in a nutshell


